
Adjustable Coffee slide & dispenser 
Removal & installation in Jura ENA 7 and identical models

Safety measures
Please read instructions carefully. Do not rush to disassembe parts fast. or disconnect Tag 
wires for easy reassembly. Unplug the power cord & work in well lighted room.

Disclaimer
Follow instructions carefully. This guide does not make anyone an instant expert.  User of 
this guide may not be qualified to do repairs. We accept no responsibility for errors or any 
damage for lack of experience or carelessness. Take pictures after every two or three steps 
of disassembly. We do not guarantee availability of part broken accidentally. 

Dispenser slide

Rotating coffee spout

Services Unlimited, Inc./ Parts Guru 
209 Walnut street, Lansdale, PA 19446

215-361-7000 - email: sales@partsguru.com Online store: www.shop.partsguru.com

Caution: The dispensing guide & slide is very complicated design for no reason. It is liable 
to breakage. Small replacement parts are not available.Inspite of the details in this 
document, we do not encourage every owner of ENA to try it.  Disassemble the guide as 
little as possible, only to clean it. It may be a good idea to soak the entire guide assembly 
in Blue coffee cleaning liquid. Order the Blus liquid from Parts Guru.
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WE HAVE CHANGED THE WAY BEANS ARE PACKED
4-OZ. BAGS - VACUUM SEALED WITH 1-WAY VALVE 

AIR & MOISTURE PROTECTED 
  FRESH FROM ROASTER TO ESPRESSO MAKER. 

Exclusive Blend - Roasted just right - 
Precious Nectar remains inside the Beans 

Roasted Beans are fresh in a vacuum sealed bag for two months.
Open a 4-Oz vacuum sealed bag, & consume in 4-days until Beans are Fresh. 

NO REFRIGERATION. NO AIRTIGHT JARS. NO BEAN-SITTING

OPEN BAG FRESH, JUST BEFORE BREWING 
(VIRGIN BEANS UNTIL CONSUMED)

Why buy Stale/Rancid beans & make bad tasting coffee?

NO PROCRASTINATION 
NO COMPROMISES

Try them today. Four Blends to choose from 
Discover what is Best 

50 50 BUZZ  4-Oz. Bags
MACHO Beans 4-Oz. Bags

Espresso Bella - 100% Arabica 4-Oz. Bags
50 50 BUZZ Decaf 4-Oz. Bags 

  50 50 Bella 4-Oz.               Espresso Bella 4-Oz.            Macho Beans 4-oz         Caffe Bella Decaf 4-Oz.
     55% Arabica- 100% Arabica 90% Robusta-                     55% Arabica -
     45% Robusta 10% Arabica                       45% Robusta



As Good As it Gets  - Dimensions: Deep 18" x Wide 11" x High 15"

Order one & UPGRADE your old & expensive to repair Jura, Breville, Gaggia 

Dimensions Royal O.T. - LxWxH= 18"x14.5"x15"

Call: 215-361-7000 or E-mail inquiries to sales@partsguru.com

Guru's Choice  Fully Automatic Espresso maker.

Click picture Gamea Black for details               Click picture Gamea Revo Silver 

GURU'S CHOICE GAMEA MAIN FEATURES 
1- Touch screen Technology to program & operate all functions. Buttons eliminated.          
2- Solenoid valves dispense water & steam. Conventional water & steam valves eliminated. 
3- Touch screen & function Icons eliminate knobs, On-Off switch & function buttons.       
4- Brew group Easy access inside door for cleaning & maintenance. Unlike Jura machines. 
5- Brew group water intake direct from Heat exchanger. Boiler valve eliminated.
6- Conical burr grinder feeds grinds direct into brew group. Doser & parts eliminated        
7- 15 Bar Pump. Valve control extracts espresso at 9 Bar. Coffee dispensed direct into cup 
8- Initial warm up in 1.5 minutes. Pre-brewing & start up Rinsing cycle for hotter coffee.        
9- 60 minutes non-use shuts off water & steam boiler. Prevents internal parts damage.     
10- Auto Frother & air-intake adjustment knob. Removable frother for Manual steaming.        
11- Adjustable features: Coffee temperature 160F to 180F - Cup height 2.5" to 4.25" Coffee 
water adjustable from 30-ml. (1-Oz.) to 240-mm (8 Oz.) 

Gamea Revo

Gamea 
Revo has 
changed 
the way 
Classic 

espresso 
is made

ESC icon displays with each function to stop or interrupt function. 

Exclusive & Best in USA - Gamea Revo & Royal One Touch or AuLika 120V

Super automatic espresso machine.   Click Picture for details 
1- Easy access Brew group - to clean & maintain -Unlike Jura       
2- Easy to clean Removable Auto frother for steaming milk.      
3- Display screen for Status & Programming functions.           
4- Programmed drinks for One-step delivery: Espresso, 
Americana, Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato at the push of 
button.  Unlike Jura machines, Tech support & parts available.

CLICK HERE for Gamea Demo Video. Dimensions: LxWxH= 18"x13.5"x15"

http://www.shop.partsguru.com/Gamea-Revo-Silver-automatic-Compact-Espresso-maker-120V-Gamea-Revo-Silver.htm
http://www.shop.partsguru.com/Royal-One-Touch-Superautomatic-Cappuccino-machine-115V-HD8930.htm


A New Star is Born.
Aulika Top - One Touch High speed

Combines aesthetics & Professional performance for  Unrivalled performance
Clean, rational design & unparalleled technology riginal Saeco lineage - Plumb option 

4-Liter water tank;   One Kilo beans container; 
Waste receptacles for 40-used coffee pucks & 1-Gallon drain tray. 

Double hydraulic circuit; two pumps; two Flowmeters & two boilers. Espresso dispensed in the 
cup immediately after steaming of Milk is complete (saves 20 seconds). 

Grinder with conical blades - (far better than flat disc burrs), & . All these characteristics make 
this machine perfect for families, Offices, Catering, Rentals for Weddings, Graduation & 

other celebrations, Corporate Dining, Hotel Conference event, Hotel Lobies, Meeting 
rooms,  & food service, Cafeterias, Restaurants, Pizza stores, or other locations. 

AuLika TOP High Speed One Touch is 10 Times Better Than JURA GIGA-5    
(UL listed. ).

Be the First proud Owner of an AuLika Top - CLICK HERE to watch Demo Video

AuLika Top - One Touch High Speed model delivers a wide range of coffee-based and 
fresh-milk-based beverages, as well as hot water and steam. The wide graphic display 

can manage both icons and text messages in several languages.

The interface is equipped with 8 direct selection keys  
that make the machine easy to use and program.         

For more information, availability & price &  email us: sales@partsguru.com  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLpm3bIxThE


1. To open the machine, remove the sides we have posted a separate video on You Tube

2. Disconnect the hose from the brewing unit (at Yellow circle). Remove two Torque screws
and pull out the coffee dispensing slide - See red arrow.

3. Bring the dispensing guide to mid position on the slide - See red arrows. Remove the cover from
dispensing slide as shown by red and blue arrows - pull to the right and up & remove.

Torque Screws
Brew group coffee outlet tube

Coffee dispensing slide

Guide

Dispenser cover
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4. Remove the Black distributor outlet spout by pulling the top part out and lift up to free the lower end &
separate from the dispensing outlet housing. Disconnect the Silicone hose from the distribution outlet.

5. Unlock the rotating spout. Use a pliers with straight pointed pins (used to remove or
install a C-clip).
The idea is to dilate the plastic around the green lock to allow it to retrieve with its spring
backed tension.
Insert the fork into the center hole in the coffee spout. Align the Pliers pins carefully on
the side of the Axis lock (see photo on next page) . Press the Pliers pins gently and 
stretch the side wide enough to release the locked green tip of axis shaft. The axis pin will
fly out from the other side. Place a finger or other side to block the spring loaded axis pin
flying out.

Distribution outlet

Rotating dispenser 

Housing dispensing outlet

Silicone 
Hose

Guide

Rotating coffee outlet
Rotating coffee spout

Axis with spring

Bore with Axis 
(green) & stop 
(red)

Tool
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6. Insert thumbnail into the joint between the diaphragm outlet and aperture, & use the
other hand to grip & turn the coffee spout and Pull out the " Aperture ring.

7. After the aperture ring is removed , the two outlet tubes Deluxe Fold out the top and 
remove downwards (See blue arrows).

Aperture outlet Ring aperture 

Tren joint

Dispensing aperture

Aperture Ring Disconnect sleeve 

Bottom center bore view of rotating dispenser showing tip of Axis (white) and lock hold 
around it (green). To release the green locking ring, the black area around the green 
marked with short red marks need to be stretched gently & carefully, just enough to 
release the green lock. The tension spring on the Axis will pull the Axis pin back and make it 
fly. 

Bottom view of the Axis 
pin (white), Axis lock 
(green) with red marks to 
be stretched to release 
the Axis pin lock
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8.
Press the shutter outlet  down firmly on a flat hard surface, above the outlet sleeve 

brass. Simultaneously turn the rotating outlet.  This step will cause (scary) loud noise. 
Remove the manifold from the diaphragm, the outlet sleeve can now be pushed 

completely into the panel and also be removed . 

Coffee dispensing slide

9. Separate the guide outlet slide and housing outlet slide from each other by sliding the 
guide upward out of the housing . Press the guide slightly to one side so it fits over the 
nose on the housing

Dispensing aperture

 Disconnected brass sleeve

Distributor

Housing dispensing slide

Nose
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10. From the outlet slide housing the metal plate of the magnetic guide can now be
removed. Procedure Steps to remove the magnets from the outlet slide guide follow .

Insert a small blade screw driver, somewhat obliquely downward into one of the two 
openings and press the internal catch inwards and facing down , one side at a time. 
Then pull the freed magnetic recording down & out of the guide .

11. Place the recording with the magnetic side of the metal plate of the guide , then the
magnet focus when opening the lid (colored yellow ) to the metal plate and not on the
tool , see next page

Metal plate 

Magnet 

Outlet Guide slide

Magnet catch

Magnet catch 

Magnet Metal plate 

Cover

Locking magnet latch
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Use a small screwdriver into the gap at the very " right " edge of the lid and pry it 
upwards . Remove the metal plate to the side and

bring the cover side to the magnet , then pull them out with it. Push the cover slightly 
to the side , so it is not in the way.
The outlet slide is now completely dismantled .

Follow the instructions backwards to re-assemble.

Replace magnets in the recording. Close the lid and the magnet housing used in the guide

Insert the metal plate into the recess of the outlet valve body and push the lead laterally 
correct ( metal plate and magnetic recording must be on the same side! )

-First insert the spout sleeve brass , and then insert the distributor into the aperture. 
Position the two outlet tubes Deluxe from below the diaphragm , push upwards and adjust 
flaps up . When installing the ring diaphragm ensure that the two longer flaps are among 
the outlet sleeves Deluxe , which in turn rest entirely on the panel.

Then plug the rotating coffee spout to the housing outlet slide.  Insert the axle with the 
compression spring on it, in the opposite hole and push it until it clicks.

-Pass the Hose from the manifold outlet , through the outlet slide and the guide slide. The 
guide must not be doing are right at the top . When the tube is 5 - 8 cm from

Magnet 

Metal plate 
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Introduce the manifold to the outlet tips in the rotating coffee spout , 
then assemble the distribution above and pull the tubing , until it 
protrudes about 12 -13 out of the guide . The hose positioning is 
correct , when the hose manifold is in a slight curve & allows the slide 
guide to the top and is not bent when the guide slides down.

To assemble the spout cover, Position the guide approximately halfway 
up opposite the two noses. Locate the corresponding openings of the 
housing outlet slide up located near distributor. The cover is  seated 
diagonally at the outlet slide, so the outlet valve housing and manifold 
are aligned with the " lid ". If everything fits , gently push the cover 
down and finish the setting.

-Slide the outlet slide to the hose first, into the housing opening.
Insert the hose and pull within the housing to the side , but not from 
the outlet slide ! Then attach the outlet slide with the screws and 
attach the hose to the brewing unit . Re - assemble the housing to snap 
together = > DONE 

Since the case does not have to be necessarily open to the expansion of the " rotating 
coffee spout " or the " manifold outlet " , follows here is a corresponding " Quick Start 
Guide " . The information on page 1 are to be observed but still !! 

1. Remove the cover of the outlet slide as described above under item 3.  .

2. If the rotating coffee spout to be expanded, as described above 
under point 5, unlock and remove downwards. When unlocking the 
outlet slide use the other hand to prevent it from moving up. The 
coffee spout can be further broken down (point 6 - . 8 ), or be 
completely replaced. If one is to pull the machine to a table edge,  
and see clearly through from below into the coffee spout .

3.
Before the coffee spout can be installed , the distributor must be cleared out of the way 
so you reach the axis . As already described under point 4 above the distributor flaps out 
and upward from the housing outlet slide ( the tube but do not pull out !! ). Now press 
the coffee spout to the outlet slide and press the axis in the coffee spout until it clicks . 
See pictures next page . Finally, mount the cover [click] .

Open slide

Silicone tube

Slide
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4. If only the distributor is to be removed , then simply pull off hose from the distributor 
after removing the cover, then fold up and take out upward from the rotating coffee 
spout and housing outlet slide . Replace the nine distribution and push the hose , as this 
does not easily insert, it is yet another variant. Slide the hose onto the manifold, as 
shown in the following figure , in this position you have just a little more space .

Then swivel the distributor so that the outlet tips of the distributor of the machine can 
be seen, then tilt the distributor so that the outlet tips pointing down. During the whole 
process pull the hose as little as possible!! Now insert the distributor with the spout tips 
in the rotating coffee spout and then the distributor moves above 

Achse 

Kaffee-
auslauf

Check the hose as described in the assembly, and assemble the cover to a click
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